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MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE

COJ>TFIDENTIA:b

WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

PARTICIPANTS:

President Ford
Senator Jacob Javits
Brent Scowc roft, Assistant to the President
for National Security Affairs
Max Friede rsdo rf, As sistant to the Pre sident

DATE & TIME:

Wednesday - April 14, 1976
4:30 - 5:10p.Il1.

PLACE:

The Oval Office

Javits: I aIl1 ready to help your call1paign whenever you p.1sh the button.
President: We had two good days in Texas. We had a little flap over
PanaIl1a. Dan Flood and Snyder -- Reagan picked that up. It ' s sheer
deIl1agogery.
Javits: May I Il1ake a suggestion? I Il1et with Torrijos at the State
DepartIl1ent ' s suggestion. I think you should be very presidential about
this. This is an iIl1portant issue for the U. S., PanaIl1a, and Latin AInerica.
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President: I thought I would lay the whole thing out. It is based on a purchase
Ul.. ~ we Il1ade in 1903.
In no circUInstances will we go beyond the seven principles
~ ~[of February 1974]. The reason we started negotiations in 1964 was we had
riots in which both AInericans and PanaIl1anians were killed. Wave a paper
:s
LU on the riots and say we are negotiating to avoid a repetition of that.
We
(!J ..."
~ ~
also want to avoid losing all of Latin AIl1erica, including Mexico with whoIl1
ci ::.If ~ we have 6,000 Il1iles of border.
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I only have one suggestion. Instead of saying first that we will
lose our friends, say first the iIl1portance is placed on this treaty -- then
say we will lose all our friends.
President: I think we should take the offensive on this.
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Javits: I agree.
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Be the President.

I would like you to instruct me as I leave for the Middle East. I am the
senior Jewish legislator. I must say you have an advisor who has his
fingers on the Jewish pulse in Max Fisher. I will see all the Israeli leaders
and I think I can be of help.
President: Let me break it into several parts. First Lebanon. We sent
Dean Brown over there to take charge two weeks ago. Hussein told me the
Christians would be wiped out and Asad would intervene within 48 hours.
We thought Asad would be important in settling it but we didn't think military
measures were the way because the Israelis would react. We urged them
not to move -- they had troops there in disguise -- and we asked Israel
not to do anything.
They are now working out the political arrangements. [Describes]
Hopefully we can end up with a stable government in Lebanon. Please
tell Asad we think he has been a real statesman. He has done a fine
job -- he has reduced the power of the PLO. Tell him we will work with
him for a good settlement.
Please also thank Rabin for his restraint. Even though 3,000 or so
Syrian troops were there, the Israelis kept their cool. Sadat, while
he backed the wrong guy, has not really jumped in. Tell Rabin there is
no Administration that has given so much to Israel. We do have this
difficulty of the Transition Quarte r. Would you tell him that even though
you don't agree, I have a paradox. With all the vetoes I have exercised
on domestic programs I just can't support a Middle East inc rease. I
just can't in principle give in.
Javits: Obviously you aren't going to give in. It isn't a matter of need -
Israel and Egypt both need it badly. I would hope you could look at some
sort of minimal arrangement we might work out. The one thing I wish to
avoid is a confrontation between you and the Jewish community this year.
That is why we worked the C-130's. I think the Jewish community is going
to have to assert itself. It is not that Israel isn't trying, but everyone at
times needs a little Dutch Uncle talking. They are too close to the problem
and it is their existence.
President: These West Bank elections the other day are ominous.
that is a very troublesome development.
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Javits: Yes. But you have to give Israel credit for being willing to hold
them. There is one thing - - renewal of UNDOF. Isn't Lebanon an excuse
for renewal?
President: Until Lebanon, we were trying to get something going which
could serve as an excuse. Lebanon might be the vehicle. You can tell
him we will work with him in Lebanon and elsewhere, but we think it
essential that renewal take place.
Javits: Hussein and Asad are getting close. Is it possible that we could
get a reversal of Rabat and have Jordan negotiate with Israel?
President: We explored with Rabin every option, including that one and
a negotiation on all three fronts. Rabin didn't reject that possibility,
did he?
Scowcroft: No.
President: Yes.
Scowcroft:

Hussein has greater problems with it than with Rabin.
Hussein can't negotiate unless the Arabs invite him to.

Except as a tripartite negotiation.

Javits: You don't think we can't move in an election year?
President: I would prefer it.
Javits:

That is my strong feeling.

I think it would be good for everyone.

President: Didn't you advise against Solidarity Sunday?
Javits: That is right. I don't know the reaction, and it is a political
campaign. The President shouldn't barge in on a Sunday of devotion.
President: I feel that strongly.
in. How about Betty?
Javits:

I have seen politicians lose badly by barging

That would be divine.

I have two points: On the settlements you must be for individual rights
however the territorial issue comes out. So the people will be protected
whatever happens. The other is the economic future in the Middle East.
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You should say you see a Middle East future where it is one, a common
market, all working for the progress of all.
President: That is a good idea.
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